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Let f be a convex, differentiable real-valued function on (0, co), and let 
7’,(f) = T, denote the tangent line to the graph off at (a, f(a)). Also, let 
i( T,, Tb) = (i,( T,, Tb), iY( T,, Tb)) denote the intersection point of T, and 
Tb. A simple computation shows that 
min(a, b) < i,( T,, Tb) < max(a, 6) (1) 
and thus i,( T,, T,) defines a mean, which we denote by Mf(a, 6) to 
emphasize the dependence on the given function J In general a mean is a 
continuous function of two positive variables which satisfies (1). It is not 
hard to show that i,(T,, T,) is a continuous function of a and b. It also 
follows directly from the definition of M, that 
M,(b, a) = Mf(a, b) (2) 
so that M, is a symmetric mean. If a mean m(a, b) also satisfies 
m(ka, kb) = km(a, b) for any k > 0, then m is called homogeneous. 
In Section 1 we generalize the means A4, in a natural fashion using inter- 
sections of odd degree Taylor polynomials. More precisely, if P and Q 
denote the Taylor polynomials of order r to fat a and b, we prove that 
P - Q has precisely one zero in (a, b), where f”+ i) > 0 on [a, b] and r is 
an odd integer. We denote this zero by M;(a, b), and it follows that M; 
satisfies (1) and (2), and thus is a symmetric mean. The homogeneous 
means in this class are the means M; = IV; where f(x) = x*. We shall 
prove that for each r, M;+,(a, b) = (a + b)/2= the arithmetic mean A, 
M:,,(a, b) = fi = th e geometric mean G, and M”,(a, b) = 2ab/(a + b) = 
the harmonic mean H. In addition, for fixed a and b, ML(a, b) is increasing 
in p, and this gives the well-known inequality H< G 6 A. In Section 2 we 
consider intersections of certain Hermite interpolants other than Taylor 
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polynomials, and define a mean similar to M;. In Section 3 we explore 
some other means involving intersection points of tangent lines, and 
prove some apparently new inequalities using basic properties of convex 
functions. Finally in Section 4 we find the first few derivatives of 
h(h) = M;( 1, h) in terms of various derivatives of,f, and use this to compare 
M; with other means. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we state some important facts about Taylor polynomials 
and divided differences. Given r and f~ C’, we let P, denote the Taylor 
polynomial of order r to ,f at x = a. (Order r means P, andf agree through 
their first r derivatives at a, so that the degree of P, may be less than r. 
Note that P, depends, of course, on f and r as well as a.) First we define 
the error 
E,=f-P,. (0.1 ) 
We employ two versions of E,. First, the Lagrange form of the remain- 
der 
For the second version we need to use the divided-differences off, which 
are defined inductively for distinct xj, by f[x, , . . . . xk] = (.f[x, , . . . . xk ,] - 
,f[x,, . . . . xk])/(xl -x,), starting withf[x,] =.f(x,). It is well-known [IK] 
that f[xi , . . . . xk] can be extended in a continuous fashion to identical x,‘s, 
for suitably differentiable$ The second form we use is 
E,(x)=f[a, . . . . a, x1(x-aY’ ‘, (0.3) 
where f [a, . . . . a, x] denotes the divided difference of order r + 1, when r + 1 
of the arguments coalesce into one point a. 
LEMMA 0.1. Suppose f” + ‘) >O on [a, b], and let ix,, . . . . x,+, f und 
{Y , , . ..’ yr+ 1} be any two sets of r + 1 points (not necessarily distinct) in 
[a, b] with yj < xj for j= 1, . . . . r + 1, and yi.# x, ,for some ,j. Then 
fCX,,“.,,~,.,I>fCY1, . . ..Yr+.l. 
Remark. Note that by the mean value theorem for divided differences 
WI, .fC-y, > .. . . .x,+2 ]>0 for any set of r+2 points {x ,,.... xrC2 I 
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ProoJ: Write 
by the remark, since all the divided differences appearing have order r + 1. 
Remark. While [B, Theorem 63 is very similar to Lemma 0.1, it is not 
exactly what we need. 
Now suppose P,(x,) = P,(x,,) for some x0, which implies that 
f(x,J - P,(xO) = f(xO) - P,(xO). Then we have, for fixed a < 6, 
M;(a, b) = x0 o f;:r~‘~i;)(x”-“‘“‘=f~;~‘j:l)x,-b)’+l, (0.4) 
where [, and lb are in the smallest interval containing a, b, and x0. 
Also 
M;(a, b)=x,of[a ,..., a,x,](x,-a)?+‘=f[b ,..., b,x,](x,-b)‘+‘. 
(0.5) 
It is also elementary that 
P:(x) is the Taylor polynomial of order r - 1 to f’(x) at x = a. (0.6) 
1. THE MEANS M; 
Throughout this section r will always denote an odd positive integer. The 
following lemma is key in proving that M;(a, b) is a well-defined mean. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose f(I) is continuous and non-uanishing on [a, b], and 
let P and Q denote the Taylor polynomials of order r - 1 to f at a and 6, 
respectively. Then P- Q has no zero in (a, b). 
Remark. It actually follows that P- Q cannot vanish at a or b either, 
though we make no use of that fact. 
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Proof. Suppose P(x,) = Q(xO) for some x0 in (a, b). By (0.4) with r 
replaced by r - 1, we have 
(1.1) 
for some i,, ih in the smallest interval containing CI, b, and x0. But the left 
and right-hand sides of (1.1) must have opposite signs, since r is odd. and 
this proves the lemma. 
Thus Lemma 1.1 shows that euen-degree Taylor polynomials are not 
useful in defining means-at least not in the manner done in this paper. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose fCr+i) IS continuous and non-vanishing on [a, b]. 
and let P and Q denote the Taylor polynomials of order to f at a and h, 
respectively. Then P - Q has precisely one zero in (a, b). 
Proof: Assume, without loss of generality, that .f”+ ” > 0 on [a, b]. Let 
RJx) = P(x) - Q(x) (we suppress the dependence of P and Q on ,j’). First. 
if R, has more than one zero in (u, b), then R; vanishes in (a, 6) by Rolle’s 
Theorem, which contradicts Lemma 1.1 (applied to .f’), since P’ and Q’ are 
Taylor polynomials of order r - 1 to f' at u and b, respectively. Now let 
and 
S = {f E T: R.r has precisely one zero in (a, b)}. 
It is easy to show that T is a connected set in the topology r of uniform 
convergence off, f ', . . . . f ('+ I) on [a, b]. Since the zeros of a polynomial are 
continuous functions of its coefficients, if R,(x,) = 0 for some x0 in (a, b), 
then for g sufficiently close to f in the topology r, R, must vanish near x0, 
and hence in (a, b). This follows because R;(x,) # 0, again by Lemma 1.1. 
Thus S is an open set. To show that S is closed, suppose (4) converges 
to fin the topology t, f, in S, fin T. Then R.r must vanish in [a, b]. But 
R,(a) # 0 # R,(b) since E,(b) # 0 # E,(a), which follows from f (r+ " # 0. 
Hence S is also closed, and since T is connected, either S = T or S= 0. 
Theorem 1.1 then follows from our next result, which shows that S # 0. 
THEOREM 1.2. Iff(x)=x'+', then Rr((a + b)/2) = 0. In other words, the 
Taylor polynomials of order r to x’+ ’ at a and b always intersect in a point 
whose x-coordinate is the arithmetic mean of a and b. 
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Proof: For fixed a < b, suppose &(x0) = 0 (since R, is a polynomial of 
odd degree, it has a real zero). Since fcr+i) is constant, by (0.4) 
(x0-a)‘+’ =(x0-b)‘+‘, and the theorem follows immediately. 
For fixed f and Y, by Theorem 1.1, M;(a, b) = i,(P,, Pb) = the unique 
zero of P, - P, in (a, b) defines a mean in a and b. We note here that 
M;(a, b) is continuous in a and b. From here on, when we refer to M; we 
assume f is at least C’+ ‘(0, co) with S”+ ‘j(x) # 0 for any x > 0. It is also 
easy to show that M.; E ML whenever g = cf + p, c a constant and p a poly- 
nomial of degree < r. 
We let A4; denote M; when f(x) = xp, and p is not equal to a non- 
negative integer < r. If p E (0, 1, . . . . Y}, we define M; = M; where 
f(x) = xp log x. This provides a continuous extension of ML to all real 
numbers p, which follows immediately from the fact that xp log x = 
lim,,O((x’+p- xP)/f). It also follows immediately that ML is a 
homogeneous mean. We shall prove shortly that these are the only 
homogeneous means among the class of means M; (at least if 
f E C’+‘(O, co)). First we need the following 
LEMMA 1.2. M&,( a,b)=(l/k)M;c,,(ka,kb)foranyk>O. 
’ f”‘(kb)(x, - kb)j-f’,“(ka)(x, - ka) 
x,=MJka, kb)o c 
j! 
= 0. 
;=o 
Then 
~ k~(f~~)(kb)(~-b~-j”~j~(ka)(~-a~)~o 
7 
j=O j! 
which says that M&)(a, b) =x0/k since M;(k,j(a, b) is the real root in 
(a, b) of the polynomial 
i k’(f”‘(kb)(x - b)j-f”‘(ka)(x - a)‘) 
j=O j! 
(Note that ka < x0 < kb.) 
COROLLARY. If IV; is homogeneous, then M&,,(a, 6) = M;Ja, b) for 
all k,a, b>O. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Suppose f and g are in C’+ *(O, x, ), with f” + ” and g” + ’ ’ 
non-zero on (0, w). Assume also that M;(a, b) = ML(a, b) for all 0 < a < h. 
Then g(x)=cf(x) + p(x) for some constant c and some polynomial p of‘ 
degree d r. 
Proof Suppose that h = fcr+ “/g(‘+ ” is not a constant function on 
(0, ‘x)), which then implies that h is strictly monotone on some interval 
[a, b] since h’ is continuous. Let x0 = M;(a, b) = ML(a, h), and let P, and 
Q< denote the Taylor polynomials of order r at c to f and g, respectively. 
Then .f(-~4 - P,(x,) =f(x,) - P,(x,) and gh) - Q,(-G) = gb,) - Qhkj) 
implies 
f&J - PO(%) =f(x,) - P,(x,) 
d.4 - QAJ dxo) - Qd\-0)’ 
(1.2) 
(Note that the denominators in (1.2) cannot vanish since gcr+ ” is never 0.) 
By Abian’s generalization of the generalized Mean Value Theorem [A], 
(1.2) becomes f”“‘(~L,)/g’r+l’(~L,)=f’r+“(~Lh)jg’rtl’(~h) where a<~,< 
.x0 < ,u~ < 6, which contradicts the fact that f” + “/g”+ ” is strictly 
monotone on [a, b]. Thus fCrtl’/gcr+” must be constant on (0, m), and 
this proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose f (r+ 2’ zs continuous on (0, CD) and that M; is a 
homogeneous mean. Then f (r + ” (x) = cxp for some real numbers c and p. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 and the Corollary to Lemma 1.2, k’ + ‘f (I+ “(kx) 
GCkf ‘I+ ’ ‘(x) for each k > 0. A standard argument then shows that 
,f”+“(k~~)~~f”+“(k)f”+‘l (.u), and it is well-known that this implies that 
.f 1). + “(.y) = (‘.\.P. 
It is interesting to examine some of the properties of the means ML. First 
we have 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose fcr+‘) and g’r+l) are continuous and thut 
,f’lr+ll/grr+l, is strictly monotonic on (0, CG). Let 0 = {(a, b): 0 <a < b 1. 
Then M;(u, b)<ML(u, 6) on 0, or Mj,(u, b)< M;(a, b) on 0. 
Proof Suppose M;(u, b) = M;(u, 6) =x0 for some 0 <(I < 6. Arguing 
as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we have f”“‘(~~,)/g(~+‘)(~~)= 
.f ‘r+ “(ph)/g’ + “(,u~) where 0 < pL, < x0 < pb < b, which contradicts the fact 
that f”+ “/g(‘+ 1’ is strictly monotone on [a, b]. Since M;(a, 6) and 
M;(u, b) are continuous functions on 0, and since 0 is connected, the 
theorem then follows from the intermediate value theorem. 
COROLLARY. M;(u, b) is increasing in p for each fixed r and 0 < a < b. 
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Proof Since M;(a, b) is a continuous function of p on the real line, and 
since (xpz)(‘+ ‘) /(x~‘)(~+ ‘) is monotonic whenever p, # p2, by Theorem 1.5, 
M;(a, b) must be either increasing or decresing in p. The corollary will then 
follow from the next result. 
THEOREM 1.6. lim,, co M;(a, b) = max{a, b} and limp _ _ co Mi(u, b) = 
min{u, 6}, each fixed r. 
ProojI Let R,(x) = C;=O ([)(bpPk(x - f!~)~ - u~-~(x - u)~), S,(x) = 
R,(x)/( ;)(bp-‘- up-y, so that M;(u, b) is the root of S,(x) in (a, 6). 
Since M; is homogeneous and symmetric, it suffices to let a = 1 <b. Also, 
since 
0 if k<r 
1 if k=r’ 
it follows easily that as p -+ co, S, converges to (x- 6)’ uniformly on 
compact subsets of the complex plane. It follows that M;( 1,6) converges 
to b as p tends to co. The case p + --co follows in a similar fashion. 
It is interesting to ask which of the well-known means (e.g., the 
Minkowski means) appears in the set of means ML. We have already seen 
(Theorem 1.2) that M:+ ,(a, b) = arithmetic mean. The following two 
theorems show that both the harmonic and geometric means appear as 
well for each r. 
THEOREM 1.7. MT ,(a, 6) = 2ab/(u + b). In other words, the Taylor 
polynomials of order r to l/x at a and b always intersect in a point whose 
x-coordinate is the harmonic mean of a and 6. 
Proof Consider 
P,-PI= c (-l)k[bF-k(x-b)k-(x-l)k]. 
k=O 
It suffices to show that (1.3) is 0 when x = H(l, b) = 2b/(b + l), by the 
homogeneity of H, and since H( 1, b) is between 1 and b. The kth and 
(k+ 1)st terms in the sum in (1.3), k even, look like 
;(;)*-(E)k+;(g+)k+l+(&+)k+l. (1.4) 
A little algebra shows that (1.4) is 0, and this completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 1.8. 
of order r to xrj2 
M&(a, 6) = a. In other words, the Taylor polynomials 
at a and b always intersect in a point whose x-coordinate 
is the geometric mean of a and 6. 
Proof: It suffices to show that M:,,(b, f/b) = 1 for all b > 1. Now 
M;,,(b, l/b) is the root, in (6, l/b), of 
&/2--k (x-bJk-(;jr2 ‘(s-;)~). (1.5) 
Hence we must show that R( 1) = 0. A little algebra shows that R( 1) equals 
(1.6) 
wheref, is the second summation. It thus suffices to show 
fr(b)=.L f 0 forall b> 1. (1.7) 
We prove (1.7) by induction on r. First, f,(b) = +(b’!‘+ b- lf2), and so 
(1.7) holds for r = 1. Now assume (1.7) holds for r, an odd positive integer. 
Consider 
fr+,(b)=b~“=~’ (;$(r’2;1)W)k+l) 
=b-“‘=-’ c 
(0 
r+2 ‘f (b-l)k+;$;[krflj(b-l)*+l) 
k=l 
(we use the identity (“‘k+ ’) = ( ‘i2) + (k’!?,)), which equals 
+ b - (r/2 + I) 
(( > 
ryl (b- l)r+2 
+ (;$) (b- lY+‘j 
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where 
Thus we have shown 
fr+Ab) =.L(b) 
We shall also prove 
w(b)=w 1 
0 
Then by the induction hypothesis, 
f,(llb)+w(llb)=f,(b)+w(b)=f,+2(b), 
Theorem 1.8 then follows by induction. 
proven fact that 
t w(b). (1.8) 
for all 6. (1.9) 
(1.8), and (1.9), L+2(l/b)= 
and hence (1.7) holds for r + 2. 
To prove (1.9) using the easily 
it follows that 
w(b)-(b-l)‘+’ 
b’/2 f 1 (-(;z22)$z22)). 
Thus we have 
1 
0 
(1 -b)‘+‘b’/Z+’ 
$$’ - = 
b 
br+l (-(;~2)(Llb)-(~~2))=w(b), 
using the fact that r + 1 is even. 
Our next result compares M; to the arithmetic mean. 
THEOREM 1.9. Su~~oSef(r+‘)f(r+2)>0 (CO) on (0, co). Then MJa, b) 
is > ( < )(a + b)/2. 
Proof: Letting x0 = M;(a, 6) for fixed 0 <a < b, by (0.5) we have 
f [Ia, . . . . a, XO](XO-a)‘+’ = f[b, . . . . b, x,](x,, - b)r+‘. Without loss of 
generality assume that f” + 2, is positive on (0, ~6). Then by Lemma 0.1, 
f Ca, . . . . a, x0] <f[b, . . . . b, x,], the divided differences there being of order 
r + 1. If f”+ ‘) is positive on (0, co), then so are all the (r + 1)st order 
divided differences with arguments in (0, co), by the mean value theorem 
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for divided differences. It follows then that (x0 - a)‘+ ’ > (x0 - h)‘+ ‘, and 
thus x0 > (a + h)/2. The proof is similar if ,f”+ ’ ) is negative on (0, CC ). 
It is interesting to analyze what happens to M; as Y + ZC. First we prove 
THEOREM 1.10. Suppose 0 < inff”’ “(.u) < sup ,J”r+ “(.r) < xc, bvhere rhc 
inf and sup are taken over a < x d h and r = 1. 3, 5, Then M; upprouchr~r 
the arithmetic mean us r approaches infinity (i.e., lim, - , M;(u, h) = 
(a + h):‘2 ,for each ,fi.wd a and h). 
Proqf!f: By (0.4) for each fixed r, a, and b, we have 
.f “+“(&) (X,--a)“’ 
.f “+“([,)=(xo-b)‘c” 
(1.10) 
where .yO = M,;(a, b) depends on r. Suppose M;(a, b) has a subsequence 
which approaches L # (a + b)/2 as r -+ CG. Then the RHS of (1.10) has a 
subsequence which approaches 0 or co. But the LHS of (1.10) cannot 
approach 0 or % by our assumptions on ,f: This proves the theorem by 
contradiction. 
Remark. Theorem 1.10 is certainly not true for all .f; as Theorem 1.7 
shows for, say, ,f(x) = 11~. In fact it is plausible that 
( # ) Conjecture. lim,, ~ M;(u, b) = 2ab/( a + b ) = harmonic mean. 
If one expands h(b) = M;( 1,b) in a series about b = 1, assuming h is, say, 
analytic at 1, then ( # ) holds for terms through h”“( 1). This can easily be 
checked using Eqs. (4.1)-(4.3) from Section 4. Indeed it follows that 
lim, - x h”‘( 1) is independent of p for j = 0, 1. . . . . 4. If this were true for all 
.j, then the conjecture would follow from Theorem 1.7. 
2. HERMITE INTERPOLANTS 
In this section we define new means using intersection points of certain 
Hermite interpolants to J: The following theorem is similar in spirit to 
Theorem 1.1, though the proof is somewhat different. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f(‘+ I’ > 0 on [a, b], r an odd positive integer. 
Let m, and m, be positive integers with 
m,+m,=r-1 
m,=mz+2. 
(2.1 ) 
(2.2 1 
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Let P and Q be the unique polynomials of degree &r satisfying the following 
Hermite interpolation conditions : 
P(j)(a) = f (j)(a) for j= 0, 1, . . . . m, 
and 
P”‘(b) = f ‘j’(b) for j= 0, 1, . . . . m2 
Q(‘)(a) = f (j)(a) for j= 0, 1, . . . . m, 
and 
Q”‘(b)=f”‘(b) for j=O, 1, . . . . m,. 
Then P - Q has precisely one zero in (a, b). 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Proof: By (2.3) and (2.4), R,= P- Q has zeros of order m2 + 1 at both 
a and b. Hence if Rf(xO) = 0, a < x0 < b, then R, has at least 2m, + 3 zeros, 
counting multiplicities. Thus Rr cannot have more than one zero in (a, b), 
counting multiplicities, else R, has at least r + 1 zeros, which implies R,r 0, 
which cannot happen since m, # m,. Thus we have proven 
Rr(xO) = 0, a < x,, < b, implies that R;(x,) # 0. (2.5) 
Also Rf has at most one zero in (a, b). 
Now as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, let 
T={f~C’+‘[a,b]:f”+“>Oon[a,b]} 
S = {f E T: R,- has precisely one zero in (a, b)}. 
By (2.5), S is an open subset of T. To show that S is closed, suppose 
fjE S, { fj} converging to fin the topology t from the proof of Theorem 1.1, 
with f E T. Letting R,= Rr,, we have R,(x,) = 0, a < xj < b, since f; E S. 
Choosing a subsequence if necessary, xi + x0 E [a, b]. Letting R = R,, we 
have that R,;“’ converges uniformly in [a, b] to Rck), k = 0, 1, . . . . r + 1. It 
follows that R(x,) = 0. We shall prove that a < x0 < b. Suppose, by way of 
contradiction, that x0 = b. Now Rjk’(b) = 0 for all jand k = 0, 1, . . . . m2 by (2.3) 
and (2.4). Since 0 = (R,(b) - Rj(xj))/(b - x,) = R;([,), xi < [, < b, and lj + b, 
it follows that R’(b) = 0. Next we consider -0 = (R;(b) - Rj’(cj))/(b - {,) = 
R,“(v,), [, < vj < b. Since vi + b, R”(b) = 0. Continuing in this fashion we see 
that R”‘(b) = 0 for j = 0, 1, . . . . m2 + 1. This means that P”‘(b)= Q”‘(b) 
for j=O, 1, . . . . m, + 1. Since m, + 1 <ml, by (2.4) this says that 
P”‘(b) = f (j)(b) for j= 0, 1, . . . . m, + 1. From (2.3), f-P has a total of 
ml + 1 + m, + 2 = r + 2 zeros, which cannot happen since f”’ I) # 0 in 
[a, b]. Thus x0 # 6. A similar argument yields x0 #a, and hence a < x0 < b, 
which implies that R vanishes at least once in (a, b). If R has more than 
one zero in (a, b), by (2.5) this is also true for Ri, which contradicts the 
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fact that fin S. Thus f~ S, which implies S is a closed subset of T. S # @ 
by the following theorem, and thus S = T. This proves Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f(x) =x’+ ‘, and suppose P and Q sati& (2.3) and 
(2.4). Then P - Q has precisely one zero x0 in (a, b), x,, = (a + b)/2. 
Proqf Just like the proof of Theorem 1.2, using a standard formula for 
the error in polynomial interpolation [IK]. 
We let M/(m,, m,; a, b) denote the unique root in (a, b) of P-- Q 
guaranteed by Theorem 2.1. It follows that MJm, , m, ; a, h) is a mean in 
a and h. 
Question. Does Theorem 2.1 hold without (2.2) (assuming m, # m, of 
course)? 
We can show that the answer is yes iff(x) = l/x, where the correspond- 
ing mean is again the harmonic mean. 
EXAMPLE. Let f(x) =x5, m, = 2, m, =O, which implies r = 3. If a= 1 
and b = 2, then M,(2, 0; 1, 2) is precisely 23/15, a root of the polynomial 
1 5x3 - 68x2 + 99x - 46. It is interesting to note that M:( 1, 2) is the root in 
(1, 2) of 30x3 - 140x2+225x- 124, which has no rational roots. Thus 
M,(2, 0; 1, 2) # M:( 1, 2) (numerically, M,-(2,O: 1, 2) h 1.533333, while 
M;( 1, 2) G 1.533945). 
3. r= 1, SOME NEW MEANS, AND SOME INEQUALITIES 
For r = 1, M;(a, b) is just the x-coordinate of the intersection point of T, 
and Th, the tangent lines tofat (a,f(a)) and (b,f(b)). While much in this 
section can be generalized to any r, r odd, we found it most interesting to 
concentrate on the case r = 1. 
It is not hard to show that Theorem 1.3 follows with only the assump- 
tion that f is convex or concave on (0, CC ), and we make that assumption 
throughout this section. Using A4, for Mj, we have 
Mf(a, b) = (W’(b) -f(b)) - (d’(a) -f(a)) f’(b) -f’(a) 
(3.1 ) 
Also, if f’ is absolutely continuous, then Mf(a, b) = (St xf”(x) dx)/ 
(j; f”(x) dx). If f(x) = xp, then M,(a,b)=M,(a,b)=((p-1)/p) 
((bP-aP)/(hP--‘-aPpl )) (p#O or 1). The limiting cases p =0 and 1 
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correspond to f(x) = log x and x log x, respectively. In the latter case we 
get the Logarithmic mean L(a, b) = (b-a)/(log b-log a). In fact the 
means M, are just a special case of a class of means of Stolarsky [S], given 
by ~(a, b; u, /?) = ((/I/a)((b* - a”)/(ba - aS)))l”a-B), with /I = p - 1 and 
CC= p. For r = 3, say, the means ML are not a subset of Stolarsky’s means. 
This can be shown using Theorem 4.1 and the second and fourth terms of 
the series expansion of u about b = 1, with a = 1 (see [GM]). 
The Means N, 
Suppose now thatfis monotone, and that the range off contains (0, co). 
We then define 
Nf(a, 6) =f(M,(f-‘(4, f-‘(b))). (3.2) 
Geometrically this means the following: Given points a and b on the 
y-axis, 3 ! a’ and b’ such that f(u’) = a and f(b’) = b. Nf(u, 6) is then the 
value of f at i,(T,., T,,) = MJu’, b’). If f is increasing and a < 6, then 
a =f(u’) <f(M,(u’, b’)) <f(b’) = b. Thus N, is a mean. For f(x) = xp, 
NY-N, is given by ((b4-uY)/(q(b-u))1’(q-1), where q= (p- 1)/p. Again 
this is a special case of Stolarsky’s means ~(a, b ; ~1, /I) with c1= q and a = 1. 
In particular N i,X = A and N&= G. It is also interesting to note the 
following facts about y,: 
1. N, can be homogeneous even when f # xp. For example, 
N&u, b) = Z(u, 6) = (l/e)(bb/ua)l’(b-fl) (identric mean). We do not know 
precisely when N, is homogeneous (of course N, is always homogeneous). 
2. The set of means N, is a subset of the set of means 
(f’)-‘((f(b)-f(u))/(b-a)) (see [M] for a discussion of these means) 
when f(x) = x4, q = (p - 1 )/p. In particular, from [M] this implies that N, 
is never equal to the harmonic mean (including the limiting cases 
p = 0, 1, co, - cc ). It appears, however, that the set of means N, is not a 
subset of the set of means (f’)-‘((f(b) -f(u))/(b - u)j in general. 
The Means S, 
Again assume that f is monotone, and that the range of f contains 
(0, a). Given points a and b on the y-axis, 3 ! a’ and b’ such that f(u’) = a 
and f(b’)=b. Let Lr La,b= the secant line through (a’,f(a’)) and 
(b’,f(b’)). We then define 
s/(u, b) = L(M,-(a’, b’)) = value of L at i,( T,,, Tbf). (3.3) 
For f(x) = xp, S,-(a, 6) = S,(a. b) = a + ((b - u)/(b’-Y - a’-“)) 
((q(b - a) -a I - qby + u)/(bq - d)), where q = (p - 1 )/p. 
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For example S,Z = A, SW; = H, S,/\- = (a’ + b’)/(a + b), and S,, = 2A - L, 
a homogeneous mean. We state some facts about S,: 
1. lim,,, S, = L, lim,,,+ S,=min(a, hJ, lim,,,, S,,=max{a,hj. 
and lim, _ I S, = lim, t ~~ S, = S,Y. 
2. S,, is never equal to the geometric mean. For example. 
S,( 1,4) = 2 + p A .794, while S,( 1, 100) = 10 *p k ,755. 
Inequalities 
We now prove some inequalities involving M,, N,, and S,. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose f is a monotone, convex jimction on (0, CD)), btlith 
the range off containing (0, co). Then M, I(U, h) < N,(a, b) < S,-(a, h), with 
.vtrict inequulity if a # h. Jf,f is concave, then the inequalities ure reversed. 
Proof: First, it is easy to show that i&T,., Th.), the y-coordinate of the 
intersection point of T,. and T,,., is equal to M,~ ~(a, h), where f(a’)=rr 
and f(b’) = h. It also follows that if J‘ is convex, then i,(T,,, T, ) < 
,f(i,(T,, Th.)), with strict inequality if u# h. Thus M,- ~(a, b)< N,(a, h), 
with strict inequality if CI # h. Also, since the secant line L must lie 
above the graph off between (a’, f’(a’)) and (b’, f(b’)), f(i,J T,, T,,.)) < 
L(i,( T,,, Th.)), again with strict inequality if a #b. Thus ?/(a, b) 6 SJU, b), 
with strict inequality if a # b. The proof of Theorem 3.1 when f is concave 
is similar. 
1. .f’(~) =x2. Since f is convex we have MV,j,(a, b) < Nrz(a, 6) ,< 
Sr2(u, b), which says that & ,< ((4 + J%J)/~)~ < (a + b)/2. 
2. .f(x) = l/x. Then we have Mi,,(a, 6) d N&a, b) d S,,,(a, b), which 
says that 2ab/(a + b) 6 (a + b)/2 6 (a’ + b2)/(a + b). 
3. f(x) = e”. A4 ,OgX <N, < SeX says that ab(log b - log a)/(b - a)) 6 
(l/e)(bh/au)l’(b-U)~a+ b- (b-a)/(log b-log a). 
4. ,f(x) = A. This yields A k G > H. 
4. SERIES EXPANSION FOR A4;.AND SOME COMPARISONS 
Suppose now that f and h(b) = M;( 1, b) are both analytic at 1, and 
let their series expansions be given by f(x) = x./T, a,(x - 1)’ and 
h(b) - b =x,5, ci(b - 1)‘. Then we have 
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THEOREM 4.1. 
6) 
1 q= -- 
2 
(ii) ar+2 c2 =&-- 
r+l 
c =(r+3)a,+3a,+l-(r+2)(a,+2)’ (iii) 3 
8(ar+l)2 
(iv) 
xa ,+3ar+2ar+l+(4r2+ 14r+9)(ar+d3 
cq = 
War+ 11~ 
The author will supply the details of the proof of Theorem 4.1 upon 
request. 
We now use Theorem 4.1 to compare the means ML, Y> 1, with the 
means M, (r = 1). 
THEOREM 4.2. If r > 1, then the only means that the sets {ML} and 
{M,} have in common are A, G, and H. 
Proof. Assume that the means A4; and M, are identical for some p and 
q. Since M&l, b) = ((q - l)/q)(bqP1 - l)/(bq- 1)) is analytic at b = 1, the 
same is true for M;( 1, b). From Theorem 4.l(ii) to (iv), we have, for 
h(b) = M;( 1, b) 
h”(l)= (P-r- ‘) 
2(r+2) 
h”‘( 1) = 
-3(p-r- 1) 
4(r + 2) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
h”“(l)= (p-r- 1) -12@+4)(r+2)(2r+3)(p-r-l)(p-r-2) > 
8(r + 2)3(r + 4) 
+(p-r-l) 
4(r + 4)(4r2 + 14r + 9)(p - r - l)* 
> 8(r+2)3(r+4) ’ 
(4.3 1 
Then using (4.1) or (4.2), we have 
r+2 r-l p=- 
3 4+r+2. (4.4) 
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Denote the right-hand side of (4.3) by A(p, r). Since MY( 1, h) = ML( 1, h) 
for all b > 1, we have A(p, r)=A(q, 1) which implies, from (4.4) that 
A(((r+2)/3)q+(r-l)/(r+2),r)=A(q, 1). This says 
R,(q) = R,(q) (4.5 1 
for some polynomials R, and R, of degree < 3 with coefficients that depend 
on Y. Now suppose that deg(R, - RZ) < 3. Then since the coeffkient of y.l 
in R, - R, is 0, this leads, through some simplification, to the equation 
66r(r- I)- 136(r- 1)+264(r+ l)(r- 1)+812(r- l)=O. Since r# I, this 
becomes 33r + 132(r + 1) + 338 = 0, a contradiction since r is positive. 
Hence R, - R, has degree = 3, and thus Eq. (4.5) has at most 3 distinct real 
roots. But from Theorems 1.2, 1.7, and 1.8, for each r those roots must be 
q = 2, - 1, and l/2, which of course give the arithmetic, harmonic, and 
geometric means. 
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